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The integration of multimedia technology and foreign language teaching has gradually become a contemporary key research topic under the trend of the integration of modern information technology and education. As an emerging method, multimedia-assisted learning method can not only create a more realistic language learning environment but also make contributions in stimulating students’ willingness to learn and improving educational effects. However, sometimes it is used improperly, this method can easily lead to the teaching form being larger than the content, and the teaching effect may not be satisfactory. This article focuses on the characteristics of the professional English teaching model based on wireless network communication and multimedia, discusses the practical application of wireless network communication and multimedia technology in professional English teaching, and conducts a simple research on the professional English teaching model. Taking the professional English teaching model and the traditional multimedia teaching model of English as the research objects, two natural students are selected as the research objects, and they are divided into the experimental group and the control group. Statistical software is used to analyze the data in detail. The test results of the experimental class and the control class were analyzed before and after the experiment. The experimental results show that the professional English teaching model based on wireless network and multimedia has a significant teaching effect compared with the traditional English teaching model. Comparing the experimental group and the control group, English scores improved by 11%. The gap between the two groups is very obvious. As far as the scores of each part of the English test paper are concerned, the scores of each part of the experimental group are also higher than those of the control group. The professional English teaching model based on wireless network communication and multimedia turns out to be effective and popular among students.

1. Introduction

In recent years, my country’s foreign language teaching and universities have faced unprecedented new challenges and new opportunities. The traditional college English teaching model is rigid, and the training model is becoming more and more difficult to cultivate students’ comprehensive language ability to adapt to globalization and economic integration. Affected by this, the content, the form, method, and organization of education will have fundamental and fundamental changes. Under the trend of deep integration of modern information technology and technology, the combination of multimedia technology and foreign language teaching has always been a hot research topic, and it is also a hot topic foreign language teaching in the new century. In 2004, 2007, and 2020, the Ministry of Education of China successively issued “College English Course Requirements (Trial),” College English Course Requirements, and College English Curriculum Requirements, which clearly pointed out that the computer-based multimedia English teaching mode is a newly designed English to help Chinese college students reach the required level: the teaching mode curriculum requirements. Paying attention to individualized learning and autonomous learning and giving full play to the computer can repeatedly help students’ uniqueness in oral and listening exercises. At the same time, with the help of computers, teachers can effectively teach such as reading, writing, and translation to help students improve their comprehensive language skills.
With the development of information technology, multimedia teaching has appeared in education, bringing great convenience to teaching. The application of teaching resource library in community nursing multimedia teaching can effectively improve students’ learning interest and optimize teaching results [1]. In [2], the authors explored the results of incorporating YouTube into reading classes, thereby improving English vocabulary understanding and retention. The results of the study show that groups watching YouTube clips are better than those who have not been exposed to YouTube videos in later testing. In [3], the author provides an empirical study of high school students to understand how to encourage learners to learn English in a multimedia environment through appropriate methods. This is a vital “input and interaction” process that ensures that the needs of the learner are taken into account and produce real learning outcomes. In [4], the author analyzed the music teaching model based on intelligent classrooms and multimedia systems. Multimedia technology uses music software to generate, modify, and output music in electronic form, giving full play to the vividness and real-time nature of information technology. In [5], the author believes that with the advancement of teaching equipment, no matter where the child is, every child can customize the curriculum, so teachers need to reconsider their role. Teaching content will also change, as students will need to learn to use multimedia skills for collaboration and communication [6].

In the multimedia-assisted language-learning environment, teachers can teach students in accordance with their aptitude [7, 8]. In the learning process, students can actively search, ask questions, and answer the knowledge that they are interested in or do not master. The use of computers allows each student to have a personal tutor, instead of requiring all students to complete the same task at the same time [9, 10]. It has special value for students with different language ability, specialty, and comprehension ability [11]. For example, if student A can fully understand the new knowledge in 20 minutes, and the teacher may need 60 minutes to teach in class, then he only needs 3 days to complete all the learning content, while learning in class may take a week time. Similarly, if student B encounters some problems in learning, he can solve the problem and strengthen it by clicking the mouse several times [12, 13].

The innovations of this article are (1) since teachers can upload online software and exercises they collect on the Internet of Things, many courses are collected in the Internet of Things. Students can choose suitable English learning resources according to their own situation and progress. (2) The selection of teaching materials is often guided by teachers. Because of the differences in the learning ability and learning progress of each student in the class, textbooks will gradually be student-oriented, many extracurricular learning opportunities make up for the lack of classroom time, and they will have more time to interact with teachers.

2. Method

2.1. Features of Multimedia-Assisted English Teaching. The aim of combining information technology and language teaching is to achieve the objectives required by the curriculum and to cultivate content language skills of pupils [14]. Multimedia teaching of English has the following characteristics:

(1) The diversity of information contributes to the acquisition and retention of knowledge. The diversity of information is not only reflected in the input but also in the output [15]. At present, it is mainly used for vision and hearing. The way information is input and output is not always the same. For these applications, the former is called “acquisition” and the latter is called “presentation.” If they are the same, then it can be called record and repeat [16, 17]. Multimedia technology includes operating functions such as exchange, processing, and synthesis, which greatly enhances the expressiveness of information [18].

(2) Information integration is conducive to the cultivation of students’ comprehensive language ability. The core of traditional Chinese teaching is paper-based teaching materials [19, 20]. It is difficult for teachers to cultivate and develop the comprehensive language skills of pupils. On the contrary, language information is processed and stored simultaneously through multiple channels, which makes language information no longer separate, but a unified whole. Multimedia technology is an organic combination of text, audio, graphics, images, animation, video, and other information. It is like our body’s sensory system. A person first receives information through eyes, ears, mouth, facial expressions, gestures, and other organs, and then the brain can analyze and process the received information (Johns 2002). In this way, we can get comprehensive and accurate information. With the rapid development of computer technology, the characteristics of computer-assisted processing of various information at the same time make it very easy for people to integrate and process various static or dynamic information. This integration makes language teaching more vivid and vivid, so that students’ listening, speaking, reading, and writing abilities can be developed in an all-round way. The multimedia teaching platform is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Advantages and Applications of Multimedia Teaching Technology. The main thing is that users can choose the content of resources to be played according to their own needs, without being limited by time and space. Its advantages also include providing support for multiple users, own resources can simultaneously meet the requirements for multiuser transmission and display, and the quality of the resource will not be significantly affected. Different methods of resource compression may be used to meet the needs of users with different network bandwidths, provide users with control functions for reproducing resources, and provide simultaneous processing of average resource flow data [21].
The application scope of university multimedia teaching in campus digital construction is very wide. Network remote teaching: teachers can broadcast lecture resources in the network remote teaching system in the form of streaming media, so that students distributed in different regions can receive, expand the scope of teaching, and reduce the burden on teachers. Self-learning field: many resources on the internet provide users with a good learning environment, but textual materials are relatively bland, and teaching resources based on streaming media technology can enable learners to achieve better learning results. Live webcast of on-site situation: there are often lectures held by famous scholars and experts on campus. If there are many participants, there will often be overcrowding. Using multimedia teaching technology, real-time broadcasting of on-site situation can be realized, and users can get real-time situation of lectures through the network. Entertainment application: it can realize on-demand viewing of entertainment resources through multimedia teaching of audio university. Relevant departments of the university can make cultural performances, sports meetings, and other activities in the school into resources and deploy them to the server for students to choose to play, or deploy their own works to enrich the cultural life of the campus.

2.3. Design of Multimedia-Based English Teaching. According to the analysis of system function requirements and performance requirements, it can be known that the multimedia teaching can be divided into four subsystems, and each subsystem includes functional modules. The four subsystems of the system are client subsystem, teaching management subsystem, system configuration subsystem, and information data service subsystem. The detailed analysis is as follows.

The main functional modules of the client subsystem include user registration and login, interactive communication, personal data management, multimedia teaching-related operations, comment publishing and management, and file upload and download management. The registration and login function module helps users to complete and upload their basic information, which is reviewed by the system administrator. Registered users who pass the certification can enjoy personalized service content provided by the multimedia teaching.

The teaching resource management module provides users with various management operation functions such as adding, deleting, updating, and querying resources. The administrator can manage a large number of multimedia teaching resources, set attributes, set keywords, and store related information of the resources in the database to facilitate management operations [22].

The system configuration subsystem mainly includes a system user management module, a permission configuration management module, a system parameter setting module, and a database maintenance management module. The system user management module helps system administrators to assign permissions for system users. The permission configuration management module mainly completes the configuration of permissions for different roles. By setting the permissions of a role, the user is assigned to different role groups to complete the management of users. The multimedia-based English teaching platform is shown in Figure 2.

2.4. Algorithm Improvement. To use cross-layer design to solve the problem of wireless network congestion, we must first use the technology of cross-layer design to extract effective information from the nodes or channels that cause wireless network congestion. Through the calculation of the congestion function, the congestion degree is divided into different categories. The degree of congestion adopts different congestion treatment or prevents the occurrence of more serious congestion, in order to achieve the purpose of improving the quality of wireless network transmission [23].
The CCM function is as follows:

\[ CCM = w_1 \sum LONL_i + w_2 \sum LOLL_{ij} + w_3 \sum LOCI_i. \]  

The cumulative node load degree is proposed to measure the congestion degree of all nodes on the entire transmission path:

\[ LONL_i = QL_i + \sum B_j \cdot ETT_j - \alpha \sum b_m \cdot ETT_M \cdot ETX_i. \]  

The limit formula is as follows:

\[ \lim_{\frac{b_i}{\sum B_j \cdot ETT_j} \rightarrow N} QL_i + \sum B_j \cdot ETT_j - \alpha \sum b_m \cdot ETT_M \cdot ETX_i = M. \]  

For the link load level, LOLL_{ij}, the load transmission capacity of the available link measures the load level of the link.

\[ LOLL_{ij} = \frac{QL_{ij}}{Bi - \sum_{k \in N_i} B_{ik}} \cdot ETX_{ij}. \]  

The degree of channel interference can be expressed by LOCI_i as:

\[ LOCI_i = CST_i + \max_{k \in N_i} \left\{ \frac{r_{ik}}{d_{ik}} \cdot LCT_{Tk} \right\}. \]  

The optimal response is shown in the following equation:

\[ S_i^* = \arg \max_{s_i \in S_i} s_i \quad \forall s_i \in S_i. \]  

Or it can be expressed as:

\[ u_i(S_i^*, S_{i-1}^*) \geq u_i(S_i^*, S_{i-1}^*), \forall S_i \neq S_i^*, s_i \in S_i. \]  

The optimal strategy combination of each participant in game G is

\[ \{ S_i^*, ..., S_N^* \}, s_i^* \in S_i. \]  

Then, this solution is the optimal for the following problems:

---

**Figure 2:** The multimedia-based English teaching platform.
\[
\phi_j(\varphi, R_{\min}) \in \arg\max_{R \in S, R \geq R_{\min}} \prod_{i=1}^{k} \left(\bar{R}_i - R_{\min}^i\right). \tag{9}
\]

To solve the cooperative game, the optimization problem of Nash bargaining solution can be equivalent to the following optimization problem:

\[
\phi_j(\varphi, R_{\min}) \in \arg\max_{R \in S, R \geq R_{\min}} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \ln(\bar{R}_i - R_{\min}^i). \tag{10}
\]

This grading indicator checks the average search depth required to cover all relevant sample labels in the sample category label ranking row.

\[
\text{Coverage}_{s}(h) = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \max_{x \in Y} \text{rank}_j(x, y) - 1. \tag{11}
\]

This rating indicator checks the situation in the ranking row of the sample category labels. The labels with high membership are still their relevant labels or reflect the average accuracy of the expected category labels.

\[
\text{Average Precision}_{s}(h) = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \frac{1}{|Y_i|} \sum_{y \in Y_i} \left|\left\{y' \mid \text{rank}_j(x, y') \leq \text{rank}_j(x, y), y' \in Y_i\right\}\right|. \tag{12}
\]

This evaluation index reflects the degree of consistency between the label predicted by the system and the true label of the sample.

\[
\text{ClassificationAccuracy} = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{i=1}^{p} I(h(x_i) = Y_i). \tag{13}
\]

Then, we use the weighted kernel function to convert the standard distance \(x_i\) to \(x_i\) and get the following formula:

\[
p(x_i|\omega_r) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \exp\left(-\frac{D(x_i, x_j)^2}{2}\right). \tag{14}
\]

Then calculate the posterior probability of \(x_i\) belonging to class \(\omega_r (r = 1, 2, \ldots, s)\) based on the \(k\) nearest neighbors is \(x_i\), there are the following formulas:

\[
P(y|x_i) = \frac{1}{a} \sum_{r=1}^{k} p(x_i|x_r)I(y = \omega_r), \tag{15}
\]

\[
I(A) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{true}, \\
2 & \text{false}, 
\end{cases} \tag{16}
\]

\[
a = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p(x_i|x_i). \tag{17}
\]

Finally, the simplified overall function of the algorithm is obtained by introducing a way that the data obeys a certain distribution composed of a mixture of \(L\) Gaussian distributions as shown in the following equation:

\[
f(x|\theta) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} a_l f(x|\theta_l). \tag{18}
\]

This evaluation indicator is used to investigate whether it is possible to follow the classification order of the sample category labels. The label with the highest classification is not the actual label of the sample. When learning a label, it will evolve into a general error rate.

\[
\text{One-Error}_{s}(h) = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \left\{\arg\max_{y \in Y} f(x|y) \notin Y_i\right\}. \tag{19}
\]

This grading indicator checks the average search depth required to cover all relevant sample labels in the sample category label ranking row.

\[
\text{Coverage}_{s}(h) = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \max_{x \in Y} \text{rank}_j(x, y) - 1. \tag{20}
\]

### 3. Research Plan

#### 3.1. Measuring Object

This research conducted a random grouping study on 76 non-English major college students and 23 non-English major English teachers from xx university.

The target population of the student questionnaire survey is the number of non-English majors. Due to time and energy constraints, 76 students were randomly selected as the survey subjects. Sampling is the basis of educational research. When choosing a sampling method, factors such as research purpose, research methods, data collection methods, time, and cost should be considered. Purposeful sampling is used to locate the person, place, or event that can provide the most information about the research problem. Therefore, these 76 subjects covered all the colleges of xx university. In order to obtain reliable and credible research results, all the students participating in the research are sophomores who are not majoring in English. The reason why freshmen do not participate is because they have just entered the school and are relatively new to multimedia-assisted college English teaching. They may not be very clear, nor can they give an objective and fair evaluation. Since sophomores have studied college English for
more than a year, their feelings and opinions are more fair and valuable.

Table 1 shows the total number of students participating in the survey, as well as the distribution of gender and major. All students participating in the research are English learners. Among them, women accounted for 55.2% and men accounted for 44.8%. Liberal arts students accounted for 57.8%, and science and engineering students accounted for 42.2%.

There are not many researches on the education system and multimedia teaching, but with the continuous development of science and technology, the teaching model is also constantly updated. Whether the children’s learning effect can be achieved is the best for the education industry. Crucially, the lack of this part of the research urges us to explore this aspect. Only when the quality of teaching improves, our future will be bright, and our future life will become more and more happier.

The target population of the teacher questionnaire survey is the number of non-English major English teachers in xx universities. 23 English teachers were randomly selected as the research objects. Figure 3 shows the total number of teachers participating in the survey and their gender and age distribution. All the teachers participating in the study were from the English Department of xx university, of which male teachers accounted for 17.4% and female teachers accounted for 82.6%. Among all the respondents, most teachers are between 31 and 50 years old, and they have extensive experience in language teaching.

3.2. Research Methods and Research Plans

3.2.1. Questionnaire Survey Method. Questionnaire survey is a widely used research tool, which consists of a series of questions, and the purpose is to collect qualitative and quantitative data and useful information from the surveyed. Compared with other research methods, questionnaire surveys are more cost-effective, because a large amount of information can be collected from people’s scores in a relatively more anonymous manner in a short period of time. The subjects of the survey are non-English majors and English teachers in xx university. This article aims to study the operation and application of multimedia-assisted English teaching by teachers and students, as well as classroom performance in a multimedia-assisted English teaching environment, teachers, and students’ emotional attitudes towards multimedia-assisted English teaching, and how they use modern information technology after class Assist English learning. At the same time, there are also some problems that we need to discover that may affect the effectiveness of English teaching.

3.3. Data Collection and Analysis. After the multimedia-assisted English teaching experiment ended, a questionnaire survey was conducted on the subjects. These questionnaires are distributed in two ways, one is traditional printed paper, and the other is online voting by sharing a QR code. By scanning the QR code with a mobile phone, the respondent can easily conduct the questionnaire and then get the results of the questionnaire in the background. Students return to the questionnaire after the class is over. Teachers all sent out questionnaires via QR codes. The detailed distribution and collection of the questionnaire are shown in Table 2.

The multimedia-assisted English teaching questionnaire survey is based on the questions I asked students after the media English teaching. Some students found in this teaching, he made very fast progress after this teaching, and some students absorbed the comparison. Slowly, based on this question, I have produced this kind of investigation and research. The main purpose is to observe the attitude of those of us who can assist English teaching in terms of methods and interests and make appropriate adjustments to this model based on this result, so that we can better help students learn.

3.4. Classroom Observation. This research adopts the method of classroom observation to understand the current situation of students’ learning. The method of classroom observation is one of the most widely used methods in educational research. Classroom observation is a cooperative process, and the observer and the observed play an equally important role in the observation process. As a data collection tool, it is not only essential for the basic data of
educational research but also necessary for the study and improvement of basic data.

3.5. Classroom Observation Outline. The well-designed classroom observation mainly focuses on the following aspects of multimedia-assisted college English classroom teaching: the operation and application of multimedia-assisted English teaching, teacher-student interaction, and the implementation of multimedia classroom teaching. The classroom atmosphere includes students’ learning motivation and participation, as well as classroom multimedia equipment and other factors.

3.6. Interview. Based on previous literature reviews, questionnaire surveys, and classroom observations, there are still some questions and questions that need to be understood. The interviews with teachers are mainly aimed at the problems encountered in multimedia-assisted college English teaching, while the interviews with students are aimed at how they use advanced multimedia equipment such as computers and mobile phones to assist in language learning in their spare time. Although the interview outline has been prepared, the actual interviews were conducted in a semi-structured manner in order to obtain a more comprehensive survey result.

In order to reduce the pressure and understand the true thoughts of the interviewees, all interviews are conducted in a relatively casual way. The interview place is mainly a vacant lounge, where the interviewer is not easily disturbed. A total of 6 teachers and 21 students were interviewed. Since all the interviewees are unwilling to be recoded, the author only took down key notes during the interview and then rearranged them.

4. Effect of Multimedia-Assisted English Teaching

4.1. Comparative Analysis of English Scores before and after the Multimedia-Assisted Teaching Experiment. The average scores of the two classes before and after the experiment are shown in Figure 4.

Data analysis in the figure shows that the average English scores of the two classes have improved to varying degrees after the test results before and after the end of the experiment. Compared with the previous test, the experimental group’s average score on the back side increased by 7.1
points, and the control group’s average English score increased by 3.2 points.

The comparison of the number of people in each score segment before and after the two groups of tests is shown in Figure 5.

Through the test of the average scores of students at different levels in the experimental class, it can be seen that there are very obvious differences in the scores of students with good, medium, and failing scores, while the experimental effects of students with excellent scores are not obvious, and the changes in scores are small. The reason is that outstanding students not only have a good foundation but also have good study habits, suitable learning methods, and excellent psychological quality. Be proactive and diligent when studying. Therefore, the use of multimedia technology will not have much impact on their English grammar learning. However, the students whose grades are in the middle class have average foundation, and their learning is in a passive state. The time and effort invested in learning are greatly affected by the external environment.

4.2. Questionnaire Survey Data

4.2.1. Summary of Questionnaire. Any good questionnaire must meet at least the following two criteria: it has high internal validity; it should be viewed from a professional perspective. Consider the form, structure, question wording, and format of the questionnaire. In addition, a preliminary study was conducted in this process to test the questionnaire. Observe the respondent’s reaction and attitude, and check their explanation of the problem to see if they have the same explanation as the researcher expected. After the experiment, the wording and order of the questions were revised. Outline of questionnaire design is shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the second part is mainly the general emotional attitude of the respondent to the multimedia-assisted college English teaching. The third part is the respondents’ evaluation of teachers’ use of multimedia-assisted English teaching in the classroom. The fourth section mainly discusses the respondents’ personal feelings and experiences of the multimedia-assisted teaching environment. The fifth section mainly discusses the use of multimedia after class. The sixth part is about other issues about multimedia language learning. Respondents must use a five-point scale to give answers from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” in all five parts except the first section.
A scientific questionnaire should be reliable, which means that the results it provides are reliable and consistent. If the results produced each time are different and inconsistent, then a questionnaire will not be considered very valuable. Therefore, reliability has always been regarded as a basic and important part of qualified questionnaires or tests.

Cronbach α is widely used in education statistics as a reliability indicator to test the internal consistency of tests or questionnaires. Therefore, the reliability of the two questionnaires (one teacher questionnaire and one student questionnaire) was tested to determine whether the survey results are stable and consistent. Reliability statistics of teacher and student questionnaire are shown in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, the Cronbach alpha value of the student questionnaire is 0.844, which is between 0.8 and 0.9, while the Cronbach alpha value of the teacher questionnaire is 0.795, which is between 0.7 and 0.8. Therefore, it can be concluded that the questionnaire design for both students and teachers is very good and has a high internal consistency. In general, the experimental data is consistent and reliable.

In addition, the total number of items in the two questionnaires was counted to understand whether there are any areas that need improvement in the questionnaire or design some specific questions. Generally speaking, if the Cronbach alpha value of a specific item is deleted, the item is lower than the entire item. The tested Cronbach alpha value means that the project is well designed and cannot be deleted. If the Cronbach alpha value of a specific item is higher or greater than the Cronbach alpha value of the entire test, then, this item may have some problems or may need some improvement and perfection. Questionnaire item statistics are shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, Question 13 may need some improvement. The Cronbach alpha value of the deleted item in Question 13 is very close to the Cronbach alpha value of the entire test, which may expose some problems. However, after consideration, this question has not been deleted.

Through the analysis of the questionnaire survey, we investigate whether the use of multimedia in the teaching process can arouse students’ interest and expectations in the classroom and the overall emotional attitude of the respondents to multimedia-assisted college English teaching. Respondents evaluated the multimedia-assisted English teaching methods used by teachers in the classroom, and talked about their personal feelings and experiences in the context of multimedia-assisted teaching. The survey results are shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the results of the questionnaire after the multimedia-assisted English teaching experiment are over. For multimedia’s increased interest in classroom learning, improving self-study ability, improving English learning, helping to understand new knowledge, and the interactive nature, most students agree and agree. They believe that if multimedia is used to assist teaching, there will be higher expectations for learning. There are also most students who think that in the process of multimedia-assisted English teaching, the amount of information in the classroom is too much to accept, and it takes a long time to assimilate knowledge after class. The structure of the wireless sensor is shown in Figure 8.

Table 5 is the reliability analysis of the overall variables of supply chain information sharing.

The results of the descriptive statistical analysis of the variables are shown in Figure 9.

The rotation component matrix of the supply chain information sharing scale is shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen from the rotation component matrix of the supply chain information sharing scale that it can realize on-demand viewing of entertainment resources through
multimedia teaching skills of audio university. Relevant departments of the university can make cultural performances, sports meetings, and other activities in the school into resources and deploy them to the server for students to choose to play or deploy their own works to enrich the cultural life of the campus.

4.3. Interview Results. Through interviews, it can be concluded that most teachers think that they are not proficient in making ideal courseware and operating advanced multimedia auxiliary teaching equipment. Since the courseware of each unit has a CD attached to the teacher’s book, most teachers will use these coursewares directly. If they find that the premade courseware is not satisfactory, they will modify and improve it by adding other materials downloaded from the internet. Few of them will make a brand new courseware by themselves, because it is time-consuming and laborious, unless the lesson he or she wants to teach will be observed by school leaders.

Most students believe that, compared with traditional blackboard and chalk teaching, multimedia-assisted teaching can stimulate students’ interest in learning to a certain extent. They think that multimedia-assisted teaching courses are a bit like lectures, because most of the time the teacher will only explain the information on the screen, showing the premade courseware one by one, and rarely interact with them. Not many of them use computers or mobile phones to learn English after class.

Based on previous questionnaire surveys, classroom observations, and interviews, it can be concluded that although multimedia-assisted English teaching is popular and widely used in college English classrooms, and there are still some problems that cannot be ignored.

5. Conclusions

China’s rapid development has provided a basis for technological updates to assist the teaching and learning of English education in colleges and universities with the help of multimedia. The application of multimedia technology has changed the traditional teaching, strengthened the
method, improved the teaching mode, improved the effect, and expanded the knowledge of English students. The research in this article is about the impact of multimedia-assisted English teaching on children. In the research of many researchers, we will find in this research that when teaching with high-tech technology, when it is convenient for them, it will often become a little bit more convenient. No, it is like the Internet is a double sword, but what we have is to sweep away all the defects that these bring, reduce their defects, enlarge their advantages, and do our best to do it. Some scholars blindly pursue benefits, often ignoring the part of the people affected by the malpractice, and we cannot give up anyone in education. This research investigates the current situation of multimedia-assisted English teaching in colleges and universities and understands the attitudes of students and teachers to multimedia-assisted English teaching. This research has discovered the current problems of multimedia-assisted universities, and through questionnaire surveys, classroom observations, and interviews, the results show that multimedia-assisted college English teaching is generally popular today and has reached an excellent level. However, there are still some painting problems. The quality of these devices varies. Hardware projectors have problems such as dim vision, slow computer response, and even extra data brought by teaching. Most English teachers have no design knowledge. The courseware contains a series of new information from time to time to make students fall asleep. Mobile learning is a new method of multimedia-assisted language teaching content, with flexible learning methods, personalized teaching plans, and timely feedback. Although a lot of work has been done, there is still room for improvement.
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